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Upcoming Dates
April

May
st

Thursday 1
Friday 2nd

Last Day of Term 1: 2-30pm
Dismissal
Good Friday

Wednesday 5th
Thursday 6th
Tuesday 11th

th

Monday 19
Tuesday 20th
Friday 23rd

Term 2 Commences
District Tennis
House Athletics (Yrs. 3-6)

Tuesday 27th
Thursday 29th

Healesville Sanctuary Year 2
Super Speak commences in Year 5

Science Dome Year 5/6
2022 Foundation Information Evening
Mother’s Day Stall

Friday 14th
Wednesday 19th

Toastmasters commences in Year 6
Year 1 Zoo Excursion
NAPLAN Window Opens
District Cross Country
Foundation Zoo Excursion

Friday 28th

Curriculum Day

Principal’s Report
It was a significant moment last Friday when we announced the naming of our four houses. Previously, each house
had been referred to as their colour, but now, led by our student voice team, they have individual names based on
Australian plants and trees.
The naming of our houses is part of an exciting plan to build house spirit across the school. There are a number of
other initiatives connected to this that will be revealed in the coming months. It was pleasing to hear the students
participating in chants at this week’s Cross Country and we hope this continues at House Athletics early next term.
The process has taken many months and included our student voice team surveying their peers, consulting and
seeking endorsement from school council and then devising an action plan. This year’s house captains have also
been pivotal, creating and leading chants and seeking to build spirit and comradeship across their respective houses.
Our new houses are:
Blue – Banksia

Green – Candlebark

Gold – Wattle

Red – Waratah

Stay tuned for further initiatives in the coming months.
School Council
Two School Council meetings have been conducted this term.
At our first meeting, positions of responsibility were allocated. Thank you to our office bearers, Peter Mitchell
(President), Natalie Hallett (Vice President), Ravin Mehra (Treasurer) and Leanne Duca (Secretary).
At this week’s meeting the 2020 Annual Report was endorsed. Our results are strong and compare well to ‘Similar
School’ and ‘State’ averages. This includes information gained from parent and staff surveys as well as attendance
and academic data. These results are testament to the hard work and dedication of staff, strong support from
parents and the effort and positive attitude demonstrated by our students. These results would not be possible
without the contribution of all stakeholders. My sincere thanks and appreciation to all.
We will look to make the 2020 Annual Report available to the wider community shortly.

House Cross Country
Congratulations to all students who took part in this
week’s House Cross Country. Across the school we
encourage students to challenge themselves and Cross
Country provides another opportunity for this. For
some, it was about improving their performance from
previous years while for others the goal was to simply
finish the course. Whatever the goal, our students
embraced the challenge and should be proud of their
efforts.
Thank you to all our parent helpers. We would not have been able to run the event without your support.
Family and Friends
A huge thank you to everyone involved in our Easter raffle. Our community was incredibly generous with so many
donations and also the selling and purchasing of tickets. In total the raffle raised $2147.
A Free Dress Day and Easter Colouring Competition were also held to raise funds for the Royal Children’s Hospital
Good Friday Appeal. In total we raised $742.
End of Term
A reminder that Term One concludes on Thursday 1 April at 2:30pm. The term has passed quickly and there have
been many highlights. I continue to be impressed with how settled our students are and the learning that occurs in
our classrooms is something we should all celebrate.
I wish you all a safe holiday and look forward to welcoming everyone back to school on Monday 19 April.
Andrew Moore
Principal

Houses - Community and Culture
The house system aims to develop interpersonal skills, encourage participation, provide leadership opportunities,
create a sense of belonging and tradition as well as evoke a sense of school pride.
Students can earn points in the classroom, in the playground and during sporting events. These points are collected
from classrooms each fortnight and the winner is announced at each assembly. The points are totalled up and at the
end of the year the overall winner wins the House Shield.
In 2020 the Student Voice team decided they would like to reinvigorate and rename the four houses; Blue, Green,
Gold and Red. They suggested a range of categories and then asked the students in years three to six to vote for their
favourite. The overall winning category was: Native Australian Flora.
During assembly last week the new names for our four houses were revealed:
Banksia - Blue House
Named after a plant whose seed pods open during the extreme heat of a bush fire, leading to new growth.
Candlebark - Green House
Named after a resilient, tall and strong gumtree whose deep roots help them to survive extreme wind.

Wattle - Gold House
Named after a famous plant with bright gold flowers. This plant is also extremely resilient and always grows quickly
after bushfires, floods and droughts.
Waratah - Red House
Named after a plant whose flower heads are made up of hundreds of tiny individual flowers which work together,
like a team.

The house captains have worked hard to create chants for each of the houses. It was fantastic watching all of our
students sing them with gusto and support their house at this week’s Cross Country.

Molly Marshall
Year Six Teacher

Foundation
Our Foundation students have had an amazing first term of school and should be feeling very proud of themselves.
They are now looking forward to their well-deserved Easter break.
Buddies
On Monday this week, we visited our Year 6 buddies for the final time this term. We practised working as a team to
create beautiful Easter baskets with the support of our buddies. Students decorated their baskets together before
filling them with shredded paper and Easter eggs. It was a fun and enjoyable experience to share and allowed the
Year 6 and Foundation buddies to discuss what their plans were for the Easter holidays.

Show and Tell
The Foundation students began their Show and Tell last Monday and have very much enjoyed sharing about their
favourite toy and special person. We learnt how to be a good listener by having our bodies face the speaker as well
as having our legs crossed, eyes on the speaker, hands in laps and listening carefully to what the speaker had to say.
We also practised being a good public speaker by practising to stand or sit tall, speak clearly and use a strong voice.
Students enjoyed asking questions and sharing a positive comment towards the speaker.
Wellbeing
The students' wellbeing has been a big focus this term. We have been completing a range of short mediation and
mindfulness sessions to help relax the students after lunch and to enable them to refocus, ready for their
afternoon learning.
The students have also enjoyed learning about mistakes this week
and how they can make our brains grow and change. We read a short
story titled ‘Beautiful Oops’ by Barney Saltzberg which enabled the
students to see that small mistakes can be turned into something
beautiful. For example; a tear in the paper could be turned into a
crocodile, a scribble on the page could be turned into a bird in a tree,
a scrunched up piece of paper could be turned into sheep’s wool.
Students were amazing with what they came up with and realised
that we don't have to view mistakes negatively and that we can work
with mistakes which then allows us to change our mindset about
them.

Literacy
In Reading, we have continued to focus on our class learning goals including pointing to the words, using picture
clues and being a sight word detective. This week we started to build our knowledge on being able to retell events
from a story.
As a class we have been learning about the text titled, ‘We’re Going On a Bear Hunt’ by Michael Rosen. Students
have enjoyed reading along to the story and worked hard on completing a story map to explain the different events
that the family went through which took them to a bear cave.
In Writing, students have been practising to use their finger gaps, listen for letter sounds and use the correct pencil
grip when writing a sentence. We have also been practising to start our sentences with a capital letter and ending
them with a full stop.
This past fortnight we have been focusing on the letters Cc and Kk and revising all of the letter sounds we have
learnt this term. Students had the opportunity to play a range of games such as a letter treasure hunt around the
school to find, name and revise the sounds of the letters we have worked on so far.
Numeracy
In Maths, we continued learning about the different ways we can measure things. Students had the opportunity to
measure the mass of an object by hefting with their hands and then placing them on a set of scales to determine
which item was light and which item was heavy. To finish off the unit we participated in a range of rotations that
involved length using the vocabulary long and short, capacity using the vocabulary full and empty and mass using
the vocabulary heavy and light.
Alongside our efforts in measurement students have also had the opportunity to revise their number knowledge by
participating in a range of online games and experiences.

Junior School
Year 1
Wow! It is crazy that we are at the end of Term 1 already. It has been a fabulous term filled with many amazing
activities and lots of learning. On Friday we had our last assembly for Term 1; thank you to our Family and Friends
network for organising the Easter raffle, it was fantastic!
In Literacy, we have wrapped up our narrative unit. Students have been demonstrating persistence and
determination when focusing on their individual reading and writing goals. We have been focusing on the reading

comprehension strategy ‘Questioning’ and creating wonderings while we read. When reading with your child at
home, encourage them to think deeper about the text and create some wonderings!
In Maths, we are exploring money. We have been focusing on recognising, ordering and adding the value of
Australian coins. We have engaged in open-ended activities that have allowed the students to develop their problem
solving skills. Support your child and their learning by discussing money in real world contexts for example, asking
them to help with the shopping. What does something cost? How much change would they get?

We are coming to the end of our Science unit ‘Changes in Sky and Landscape’. This week we have been creating
some beautiful displays of the different seasons using a range of materials. The students really enjoyed this craft
activity, as you can from the photos below!

The students have absolutely loved learning about and exploring all the wonderful things that History has to offer!
We have covered various concepts such as timelines, past and present transport, chores and toys, and families in the
past. This week we started our fabulous Family Heritage presentations. The students have thoroughly enjoyed
sharing their projects and talking about the family member that they interviewed. It has been extremely interesting
to gain further insight into the wide variety of families that are a part of the Ruskin Park community!

Year 2
All students have been working hard this term and deserve a break. But don’t forget to keep practising reading lots
of different genres, writing to friends and family and practising maths skills.
Ways to practise maths at home:
 Look for shapes and patterns in real life
 Have your child measure ingredients for a recipe you are making
 Play board games that involve counting or patterns
 Ask your child to count change at the grocery store, or to estimate the total cost while you are shopping
 Compare the tallest, heaviest, longest, smallest, fastest, most expensive
 Use dice or playing cards to make a game out of practising maths facts
Reading
Students have been learning how to determine what is important, interesting and not important in a variety of
fiction and non-fiction texts. Over the past week, students have been working on summarising a text by finding the
most important parts, ensuring they include the character and setting, a short version of the beginning, two-three
events from the middle of the text and a short version of the ending. After summarising, students have then been
practising synthesising by looking at new information and their prior knowledge to develop new understandings.
Students completed synthesis puzzle pieces to help them to separate their prior knowledge from new information.

Writing
Students have been consolidating their knowledge of the writing process by
drafting, writing, editing and publishing pieces of writing. They have been
practicing writing using their author’s voice, varying their sentence lengths for
fluency and making powerful word choices. Many students have enjoyed
exploring different genres of writing in free choice writing such as letters, poems
and narratives. As part of their Harmony Day activities they also spent some time
writing a piece about respect and how they show respect for others. During
writing lessons, students have continued to practice giving each other feedback
and using this to improve their writing.

Maths
We have been revising place value, discussing
the value of digits. For example, the 5 in 350
represents 5 tens or 50. Using this knowledge we
have been expanding numbers into its
components for example 4536=4000+500+30+6.
Students enjoyed playing card games to create 3
or 4 digit numbers and the person with the
largest number gained 2 points, the person at
the end of the time frame with the most points
was the winner. We also created place value
octopi that involved writing a 3 or 4 digit number
and adding 10, subtracting 10, deciding if the
number is odd or even, drawing the number in
MAB and writing the number in words.

Middle School
Year 3
Year 3 students have had a wonderful term and worked very hard; the Easter break is very well deserved.
We have worked really hard on our Persuasive writing unit and commenced publishing our favourite pieces. We have
really enjoyed publishing our writing in a variety of ways, from typing on the computers to creating posters and
booklets.
In Reading, we have been identifying some extra persuasive devices, to help make our writing even more convincing
to the reader. We then viewed some commercials and advertisements to identify what devices they included to
make their products seem irresistible to the audience. We finished the term off with revising some reading strategies
to help with our reader’s notebook entries and our comprehension of the texts we read.
In Numeracy, we made our own clocks to help us with telling time to the
minute. We also went on a fun adventure around the school, completing a
variety of tasks to help us understand time duration. We then moved on to
chance and after identifying and ordering chance vocabulary we conducted
some chance experiments. We used coins to test out the chance of the
coins landing on heads or tails and also used some delicious Easter eggs to
identify and discuss the chance of picking out certain coloured Easter eggs
from our bags.
Year 4
Well done to the Year 4 students for trying so hard this term! They have
transitioned really well into their new classes and used a Growth Mindset
to take on new challenges. They are emerging as leaders and are taking on
more and more responsibility. We were also very proud of how they
participated in the Cross Country this week. We can’t wait to see what
they will achieve next term!
In Literacy we have concluded our Fantasy Narrative unit by focusing on
the detailed descriptions of characters and settings that are common to

the genre. We were really impressed that the Year 4 students took what they learnt in Reading and started using it in
their writing - their final fantasy writing texts included wonderful adjectives, adverbs and similes. We also finished
reading our class text ‘How to Train Your Dragon,’ which was a great exemplar of rich descriptive language. We
studied the main characters Hiccup and Toothless, and learnt about how characters change throughout texts. We
can't wait to start our next unit in Term 2, which will be looking at different informative text types and linked to our
Australian history unit! Our History unit will build on our learning about the First Fleet this term, by exploring the
first contacts between Indigenous Australians and European settlers.
In Maths we have had fun learning about shapes. We learnt about compound shapes and how to identify which
shapes had been combined to create new shapes, and worked in teams to combine shapes to make new larger
shapes (see our amazing photos!) We also learnt to use our understanding of compound shapes to calculate area.

We have concluded our Biological Science unit by learning about food chains involving bees and ants and how they
help continue the life cycle of different plants. Next term, our Chemical Science unit will focus on the different
properties of materials, their tensile strength, biodegradable properties and appropriate uses for different materials.

Senior School
Year 5
Our Year 5 students have worked very hard all term and are really looking forward to the Easter break.
We have worked hard on our Narrative writing unit and our students have published work, focusing on the structure
and vocabulary of the text type along with their personal goals. They have reflected on what they have learnt and
practised over the term. In Reading we have been thinking about the balance between dialogue and narration and

the effect this has on the reader. In spelling we have explored the use of apostrophes for contractions and
ownership.
We have completed a unit of work on Chance where we have considered the concept of “fair”. As we played
numerous games of Rock, Paper, Scissors, we used tree diagrams and tables to prove whether or not the game was
fair and wrote the outcomes as fractions. We also created spinners and thought about experimental and theoretical
probability.
Year 6
We have been impressed with our Year Six students this term as they have worked extremely hard.
This week in Writing, we commenced planning and researching for our information texts, which focused on a topic
surrounding Sustainability. Students researched a range of different topics, including recycling, composting, single
use plastics, home waste, etc. We will continue with information texts in Term Two.
On Monday this week, we had our final Buddies session for the term. Year Six and Foundation students worked
collaboratively to create an Easter basket for the Foundation student. The focus of the session was to work as a
team, taking turns, showing patience and working together to achieve a common goal. Students decorated and
designed the baskets before receiving Easter eggs. It was a fun and enjoyable experience for the students, as they
learned about the importance of working as a team to complete a goal.
Thank you for your support throughout the term and have a
safe and relaxing Easter.
March Charge
Our school captain, Finley Dickins participated in the March
Charge to raise funds for Cancer research. He set out to run
and walk 50km over the month of March and aimed to raise
$1000. He has already raised $1235. Fantastic effort Fin, well
done!

OSHC News
The big eruption at OSHC was a science experiment going right! Jaymie and the children spent weeks creating a
volcano. “I helped to do the moulding of the Volcano. We used newspaper and paper mache. It was pretty hard to
make.” (Hannah. A)

I painted the Volcano.” (Harper. W)
Last week the explosive event happened! “I helped make the Volcano. We put a little glass jar inside the Volcano so
we could put the exploding stuff inside.” (Archie. M)
“An acid base reaction. The baking soda is a base, and
the vinegar is an acid, so when they are mixed together
they kind of explode.” (Liam K.C)
The volcano came about from a suggestion on our
“Ideas Board” where the children are encouraged to
add ideas as to what activities they would like to do
whilst at OSHC. “Making the Volcano was really fun.”
(Lucas. H) “I think making a Volcano is interesting.”
(Senul)

Cancelling OSHC Attendances
If you need to cancel your child/children’s attendance for either before or after school care, please remember to
leave a message on the mobile, send a text message, or email. If you have not cancelled and your child does not
attend, we need to phone you or your nominated contact person to confirm that your child is safe.
OSHC Mobile: 0439 345 134
OSHC Email: aftersch@ruskinparkps.vic.edu.au
We hope you all have a wonderful and safe break, and look forward to more exciting adventures in Term Two.
OSHC education team.

Happy Birthday!
These students have recently celebrated their birthdays

Harvey

Sophie

Ryder

Jayden

Elodie

Gloria

Evan

Archie

Wiliam

Ngun Tha Vang

Esther

Parker

Ruby

Zachary

Trysten

Chloe

Michael

Austin

Sarah

Holly

Nathaniel

Brooklyn

These students will celebrate their birthdays during the holidays

Thomas

Maggie

April

Sebastian

Noah

Yuanna

Rebecca

Ngun Cer Cin

Finn

Charlie

Isabella

Sigourney

Indi

Jordi

Townes

Summer

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VISION
Every student at Ruskin Park Primary School can develop their natural curiosity
and imagination through new and engaging approaches to teaching and learning.
The encouragement of a positive attitude within a friendly community of learners
will promote success today, tomorrow and into the future.

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VALUES ARE
Building Friendship, Creativity, Honesty & Respect

